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1.

INTRODUCTION

It is well Imown that if X and X'
X is stochastically smaller than Xi
tion then k(X)

are random variables, if

and if k(x)

is a monotone func-

is stochastically srraller than keX ' ) and
E1c(X) s; Ek(X ') ,

and the ordering is reversed when l,(x)

is an antitone function (see

for instance p. 159 of Hardy, Littlewood and P6lya [6] and p. 179 of
Veinott [15]). We say that X is stochastically smaller than X', and
write X c X'

~

if Pr{X<x}

~

Pr{Xi<x}

monotone (resp. antitone) if k(x)
x s;

s;

for all x.
k(x 1 )

Also k(x)

(resp. k(x)

~

is called

k(x f ) ) for all

Xi.
l~e

are interested here in a two-dlirrensional analog of this result.

For pairs of random variables
is stochastically smaller than

(X,Y)

(Xf~Yi),

Pr{X<x,Y<y}
for every x and y.

and

~

(X'

~Y')

we say that

and we write

(X,Y)

c

(X,Y)
(X' ,Y'), if

Pr{X'<x,Y'<y}

It is easy to see that the condition

(X,Y)

c

alone does not :ilnply
(1)

8{(X~Y) s;

for monotone functions k(x,y)

Ek(X' ,Y')

of two variables.

example is given by Veinott [IS].

A simple cOlmter

He goes on to show that (1) holds

(X' ,Y')

2
for nxmotone functions if certain additional conditions 1 involving the
conditional distributions of Y given X = x al1d of Y'
are imposed.

(In fact this result is n-dimensiona1 1

n

~

2.

For a

slightly weaker set of conditions see Pledger and Proschan [11].)
\-.re are not concerned with monotone functions

k(x 1y)

= x' 1

given XI

Here

but with quasi-

mnotone functions 1 whic.hare analogs-to monotone functions of one variable
as \'iell.

The class of quasi-monotone (and quasi-antitone) ftmctions

contains many important functions which are not monotone (nor antitone).
Many examples are given in Section 4.
is

L~sufficient

Just as the condition

(X 1y)

c

(X'1Y')

to guarantee (1) or its reverse for monotone ftmctions

k(x 1 y) 1 it is insufficient for quasi-ronotone functions as \vell.

The

major additional requirement we i.mpose is that the corresponding marginal
distributions of

(X,Y)

and

(X' 1 Yi )

are the same.

This requirement,

while strong, is both natural and necessary.

2.

THE 1'1/UN RESULT

Consider the random variables
space

and let

(Q1F,P)

F(x)

respectively and H(x,y)
the dependence of

Ek(X,Y)

X and Y defined on a probability

and G(y)

their joint distribution fu'1ction.

In studying

on H it would be usef.. .1l to have an appropriate

expression, other thllil its definition
done when k

be their distribution functions

JR2 k(x,y)dH(x,y)1

is quasi-Illonotone (or quasi-antitone).

and this is now

In order to produce

sligl1tly simpler expressions we assunle all distribution functions to be
left continuous.

3

A ftmction
and y

~

k(x~y)

x

~ Xl

yi

Ll~~:~:~k ~ O~

and quasi-antitone if
If

is ca.lled quasi-monotone if for all

Le. if

-k

is quasi-monotone.

is quasi-monotone and right continuous then it determines 'lmiquely

k

~ on the Borel subsets B2 of the

a (a-finite, nonnegative) measure
plane R2 such that for all

x ~

Xl

<l:'1d

Y

~ yi ;

(2)

(see p. 167 of von Neuman..! [10]).
in

a~

An interchange of the order of integration

appropriate double integral gives then the desired expression for

Ek(X~Y).

Let us first illustrate the Inethod in a particular case and then
proceed to the general case.
and quasi-monotone.

f(x

.~y ~w

TI1en

f

)

Let

Define the function

=

{I0

be syrrrnetric, right continuous

k(xS)

f(x.y ~w)

by

if X(w)<x"y~Y(w)

otherwise.

(R2xn~ B2xF, ~xP)

is clearly a measurable function on

since it is nonnegative we have by Fubini I s theorem

fd~

::

fd~ = k(X,X)

+

f

E ,"2
h

J.) Efd~

•

h

fro.lt clearly

2

fR

k(Y~Y)

- 2k(X,Y) ,

and

4

Ef = P{X<XAy,

= F(XAy)

+'

G(XAy) - H(xv.y, XAy) - B(XAy, xvy)

= A(x~y), say

(3)

Y<XAY}

Y~XVY} + P{~XVY,

s

and thus
E{1-,:(X,X) + k(Y,Y) - 2k(X)Y)}

(4)

If the expected values Ek(X,X)

and

f

2
R

=

Adll •

are finite we obtain

P~(Y,Y)

the desired expression

2Ek(X,Y) = O'.(X,X)

(5)

+

I

Ek(Y,Y) -

2 Adll •
R

Now if the marginal distributions F and G are fixed,

Ek(X,Y)

depends

on H only through A, and since II is a nonnegative meastrre, increasing

H will result in increasing tK(X,Y); in other words
monotone f-unctiona1 of H.

~A(X,Y)

is a

(And it is clearly an antitone fLmctiona1

of H when k is an antitone function.)
The general case of a quasi-monotone, right continuous fu"1ction
k(x,y)

requires a different cl10ice of f, but the idea is of course

the same.

TI1e appropriate flmction f(x,y,w)
+1

f(x,y ,w) =

-1

is now defined by

,
or X(w) <x::;x O ,
if

if
or

xO<x~X(tu)

o otherwise

Y(w)<y~o
YO<y~Y(w)

X(w)<x~xO
xO<x~X(w)

YO<Y~Y(w)

,

Y(w)<y~yo

5

where

X

o

and YO are (appropriate) fixed real numbers.

is B2xF-measurable.

If land f

Again f

are the positive and negative

parts of f, then by Fubini's theorem we have
E

JR2 f·

d]J =

I

2 E£
R·

d]J .

Proceeding as before, and introducing

we obtain

8<~
where k~

(X,Y)

= f 2 B+

d]J and

R

Ek~

(X,Y)

= f 2 B-

d]J

R

~

and kO are the positive and negative parts of kO ~ and

:+
B (x,Y)

+ {l+H(XSY)-F(X)-G(Y) if XO<X , Yo<Y
= Ef = H(x,Y)
if x~xo
y~yo
o
otherwise

(7)

if x~xO' Yo<Y
B-(x,y) = Er = G(y)-H(x~y)
if xO<x
Y~Yo
{
o
othenvise.
If Z+ and Z- are the positive and negative parts of a random variable
F(x)-H(XlY)

Z, using the staIldard ten:J.inology,

vIe

say that its expectation EZ exists

(even if infinite valued) if at least one of EZ+ and EZand then EZ is defined by EZ+ - EZ-.
exists (even if infinite valued) we have
(8)

is finite,

Thus, if the expectation EkO(X,Y)

6

By

this is guaranteed if

(6)~

Ek(X~yO)~

(even if infinite valued) and

Ek(x 01 Y)

Ek(X~Y)

exists

are finite, in which

case we have

Hence for fixed F and G1

depends on H only through B

Ek(X~Y)

and thus it is a monotone ftmctional of

H

(antitone when k

is anti-

tone).
Let us now summarize our results.
variables X a..TJ.d XI

We write

9

quasi-monotone~

c

(X' ~Yi).

If k(x,y)

right continuous function then
~~(X>Y) ~

(10)

~ XI when the random

have the same distributions.

Tneor~n 1. Let X ~ XI ~ Y g Y' and (X Y)
is a

X

Ek(X' ,Y')

When the expectations in (10) exist (even if infinite valued) and either
of the foZlowing is satisfied:
(i)

are

E1«Y',Y)

(ii)
some

X

k(x,y)

is symmetric and the expectations

Ek(X 1 X) and

finite~

the expectations

Ek(X~yO)

and

Ek(xO~Y)

are finite for

o and Yo •

Of COtlrSe the reverse inequality in (10) holds if k is quasiantitone.

It should be noted that the expression in the general case,

given by (9) and (7)1 is greatly

sin~lified when

k is a multiple of

7

a distribution function by taking the reference points xO'YO at
However,

k is not

in lJIo:;t; interec;'ting examples

-00.

ImJltip1e of a distri-

a

bution ftmction (in fact 11 is not even finite).
It should be remarked that

(X;Y) c (X' ,Y') and k quasi-monotone

that k(X:Y)

from which (10) would

do not necessarily

i~)ly

follow trivially.

This is seen by the following example.

and

(X' ,Y')

~

(B?B')

where B,D'

~

k(XI

,Yl)~

are independent Bernoulli random

variables each with mean ~s and let k(x,y) = (x+y)2
It is easily seen that

and

tr~t

neither k(X,Y)

(X,Y)
~

c

(X,Y) ~ (B:B)

Let

(Xv,Y'),

Ek(X;Y)

k(X' ,YV) nor k(XsY)

=
c

2

(quasi-monotone).
>

1.5

k(X',Y)

=

Ek(X' ,Y')

is true.

The result as stated in Theorem 1 is not in its weakest form.

It

may be that inequality (10) holds assuming only that the expectations
in (10) exist (even if infinite valued); however, at present, we can
neither prove nor disprove this statement.
remarks.

t~en

k

Instead we offer the following

is symmetric, introducing

we have
2k(x,y)

= k(x,x)

+ k(y,y) - ks(x,y)

= k+(x,x) + k+(y,y) - k-(x,x) - k~(y}y) - ks(x,y)
an.d from (3) and (4),

It then follows Ulat assillrrption (i) may be weakened to

8

(i)'

k(x,y)

and Ek+(Y~Y)

Eks (X, Y)

is symmetric and either the expectations

are finite 3 or the expectations

Ek+CX,X)

Ek-(X~X), Ek-(Y,Y)~ and

ave finite.

Similarly condition (ii) for general k may be orritted whenever an
appropriate truncation argument can be applied.

At present we do not

have a tnmcation argument to eliminate (ii) altogether.

However the

following truncation argwnents clearly work for some specific k's
mentioned in Section 4.
Y, Xi, Y'

It is clear that if all random variables X,

are bounded and if k is locally bounded then (ii) is satisfied.

Now for a function f(x)

= f(x)

if -c

have k(x,y)

~

~

f(x)

= kO(x,y)

k(xo'y) - k(xO'YO).

and

c,
+

=c

c > 0, define fC(x)
if c

f(x) + g(y)

<

f(x).

= -c

if f(x) < -c,

Notice that

where f(x)

= k(x,yO)

froI~

(6) we

and g(y)

=

For c > 0 let

Then as c t
we have kC(x~y) -+ k(x,y) as well as k(xC,yc) -+ k(x,y)
(with kO(xc ,yc) t kO(xS) on the first and third quadrants of the plane
00

arm.md

(xO~ yO)

and kO(xc, yC) .} kO(x, y) on the second and fourth
quadrants). AsslD'ning k is locally bounded, we clearly have

and tlms assumption (ii) may be replaced by

9

k is ZoaaUy bounded and such that as c t 00" either. Ekc(X,Y)-+
and Ekc(Xi ,Y') -+ Ek(X i ~YI) for some xo and YO ~ or Ek(XC,yC)-+

(ii)'
Ek(X~Y)

8c(X,Y) and Ek(X'c,Y'c)

-+

Ek(X' ,Y').

Condition (ii) I is easily seen to be satisfied for several simrle k's,
xy, (x+y) 2 ,etc.

e.g.

3. AN APPLICATION TO THE SET OF VALUES OF

In this section we denote by H(F,G)
tion ftmctions H(x,y)
EHk(X~ Y)

the class of all joint distribu-

with fixed narginals F(x)

and G(y), and by

the expected value when H is the joint distribution function

of X and Y.
bound.

~~(X,Y)

It is well knmffi. that

has an upper and lower

H(F ,G)

In fact a distribution ftfiction H(xS)

belongs to H(F,G)

if and only if

for all x and y, where the distribution functions H

and H+

are

given by

(see Hoeffdine [8] and

Fr~chet

[5]).

H(F,G)

is clearly a convex family

of distribution functions.
Now let H be any convex family of bivariate distribution functions.
If H, H'

E

H are such that

EHk(X,Y)

and E1-1' k(X,Y)

exist and are

finite then each number in the closed (bounded) interval with endpoints

10
EHk (X, Y)

and Elf' k(X,Y)

Indeed, if for each a

€

is equal to Err 1 k(X, Y)
[0,1] we define Iia

= al-!

for some If 7
+

€

H.

(l-a)H', then Ha

€

H

and the conclusion follows from
EH k(X,Y)

= a~f((X,Y)

+ (1-a)EH,k(X 9 Y).

a

This conclusion is no longer valid if

as is seen by the exarrrt'le H = {Ha ,

O~a~l}.

Hence, in general? the

set of values of EHk(X 9 Y) when H ranges over a convex family of distributions is not necessarily convex; in fact it has one of the following
forms

I,

{-oo}

u I, I

U {+oo}, {-oo} U

I

U {+oo},

where I

is an interval

(I may be open, semi-open, or clo3ed as well as bOlmded. or tmbotmded).
We now show in Theorem 2 that if k is quasi-monotone and some further
assLunptions are satisfied, when H ranges overH(F,G)
of EHk(X,Y)

the set of values

is closed and convex and its supremum and infimum are determined.

TIle proof of TheoreY;1 2 rests on the following property which is
stated separately since it does not require k to be quasi-monotone.

11

Let

Lemma.

X and Y be random variabl,es with distribution functions

F and G respectivel,y and joint distribution function

H~

k(x~y)

and l,et

be a Borel, measurabl,e,j l,ocaUy bounded function on the plane.

If the

EH k(X,Y) and EH k(X~Y) ex'ist and at least one of them
+

expectations

is finite,3 then the (possibly unbounded) closed interval with endpoints
EH+k(X~Y)

and

EH_k(X~Y)

when H ranges over

Proof.

beZongs to the set of val,ues of EHk(X,Y)

H(F,G).

According to the discussion preceeding the lemma it suffices

to show that if for instance

Ea k(X,Y) = +00

< EH+k(X~Y) <

-00

/

~

there is a sequence

€

H(F,G)~

= 1,2, ... ,

n

such that

(all remaining cases caT) be treated sir£lilarly).

H+ and

- we have that tmder

H-

, (X,Y)

on

(0,1)

F- l (u)=,inf{ t: Fet)

=

go.(u)

For each

~~

(X~Y)

~ (F-l(U) ,G-l(l-U)). where
and

Ha

,

+ +00

From the definition of

~ (F-l(U).G-l(U))~ and under

/

G-l(l-u)

a."1d let

H
+

H

EH k(X~Y)
n

{

~

U is a unifona random variable

u}.

Also~

by assumption, we have

if o.<u<l-o.' .

-1

G (u)

be tae distribution function of the pair

we

have
"

.

(r;-l(u,\
~-a"
(r))'"• '
~
j

;

12

Pr{ga(U)<x}

= Leb{(a,l-a)n(l-G(x),l]}

+

Leb{([O,a]u[a-l,l])n[O,G(x))}

= G(x)
and thus Ha

E

H(F ,G) •

Since for u

E

[a,l-uL

We also have

F-lCu)

and G-lCl"U) are bOlmded, and since

k is locally bounded, it follows that the first integral is finite
and

liD Jl-a k(F-1Cu),G-l(1-ft))du = fl k(F-lCu),G-l(l-u))du
afO a
0

= Ew k(X,Y) = +00
d

f~ Ik(F-1CuJ,G-1CuJ)ldu = EH.lkCX,YJI

On the other Jumd, since

< -,

we have

lim
afO

(f a

+

fl) k(F-1 (u),G-1 Cu))du = o.

0

I-a

It follows that lima +O Er-r kCX,Y) = +00, and thus the proof is complete.
a
Theorem 2.

X and Y be random variables with distribution

F and G respeotively and joint distribution funotion

funotions
and let

Let

k(x,y)

be quasi-monotone and right continuous.

H~

If the expeotations

EH kCX,Y) and EH+k(X,Y) exist (even if infinite valued};) then the set of
values of EHkCX,Y) when H ranges over H(F~G) is the (possibly unbounded)
closed interval
satisfied:

[EN kCX,Y),

~1+kCX~Y)]

when either of the following is

13
fa)
~

k(xS) is symmetric and fi) hoZds fin this case

EM k(X,Y)

<

+00

-00::;

EH k(X,Y)

),

+

(b)

for some

E k(X,Y)
H

and

TI1US

X

o and

Yo~

(ii) hoZds and at least one of

EHk(X,Y)
+

is finite.

under the assumptions of Theorem 2 the infimum and the supremum

of EH:k(X, Y)

for H E H(F ,G)

are achieved by H_

and H+ respectively

and they are given by

~i

k(X,Y) = fl k(p-l(u),G- 1 (u))du

+

0

1

f

EH k(X,Y) =
k(F- 1 (u),G- 1 (1-u))du.
0
Of course if k is quasi-antit6ne the infiIIn.lr1 is achieved by H+ and
the supremum by H .

Proof.
EHk(X,Y)

(a)

It is clear froTIt (3)

a~d

(5) that for all H E H(F,G),

exists (even if infinite valued) m1.d satisfies

If EH k(X,Y) = -00 then EHk(X,Y) =.,.00 for all H E H(F,G). If
+
-00 < E
g k(X,Y) < +00 the result follo\'1s trivially when -00 < EH k(X,Y) ,
1

+

and from the Lemna when EH k(X,Y)
(b) is shown similarly.

=

-00.

It is clear from the discussion in Section 2 that (i) and (ii) in
(a) and (b) can be replaced by (i)' and (ii)i and the result of Theorem

:;'

14
2 remains valid provided H is restricted to ra.'1ge only over those
members of
EHk(X,Y)

for which (i)1 and (ii)i are satisfied (otherwise

H(F~G)

may not exist).

It should be clear that the result of Theorem 2 is no longer true when k
is not qlmsi-monotone (or quasi-antitone), i.e. for general k the closed
interval with endpoints

EH k(X,Y) and EIi k(X,Y)
+

is a proper subset of

the set of values of EHk(X)Y) when H ranges over H(F,G).
example take k(x,y)
on

(0,1).

= (x_~)2(y_~)2

Then lmder H+,

X = Y> and. tmder

= EH k(X,Y) = E(X-~)4 = ~O'

F(x)G(y)

we have

EHk(X,Y)

4.

an

and F,G to be the uniform distributions

EH k(X~Y)
+

-

As

X = -Y, a..'1d thus

H_ ,

On the other ha.."'1.d when

= {E(X_~)2}2 = li4

H(x,y)

=

•

EXAi'1PLES AND DISCUSSION

Some simple examples of continuous quasi-monotone and quasi-mltitone
functions are the follmving.
min (x,y) ,f(x-y) where f
functions:

Quasi-r:1onotone ftmctions:
is concave and continuous.

Ix-yiP for p ~ 1, p.~c(x>y), f(x-y)

xy, (x+y) 2,

Quasi-antitone

where f

is convex

and continuous.
2

If k(x,y)

is absolutely continuous then a ~~~yY)

[Leb] and is locally integrable and for all x

~

Xi

exists a.e.

and y

~

y' ,

(see Hobson [7]). Hence when k(x,y) is absolutely continuous, it is
quasi-tlOD.otone if and only if a2k(x,y)/axay:?: 0 a.e. Thus starting

15

from any nonnegative locally

Lebes~le

integrable function one can generate

(absolutely continuous) quasi-rnonotone functions.
An example of a quasi-antitone function which is not necessarily

continuous is k(x,y)
when f

= If(x)

- f(y)

I

where f

is nondecreasing, say;

is right continuous so is k.

Of the two properties required of the function k(xyy)
is the crucial one in our
weakened.

nethod~

Of course if k(x,y)

results siraply by defining

~bre ioportantly~

if k(xiy)

].l

quasi-monotonicity

while right continuity can be somewhat
is left continuous we can get the same

by

has left and right limits at every point

and if its points of discontinuity are located on a countable nmnber
of parallels to the

axes~

then we can obtain the same results provided

the points where these parallels cut the axes are not atoms of the Il'.arginal
distributions F and G (this is of CO\lrSe
have densities).

al~mys

satisfied if F ffild G

This follows fronl the fact that we can write k

= kl

+

k2

where k1 is right continuous and k2 equals zero for points not on the
countable number of parallels to the axes. Then Ek2(X~Y) = J 2 k2dH == a
R
since ever-! II in H(F,G) assigns zero measure to every line parallel
to the axes cutting the axis at a point which is not an atom of the corresponding marginal.

In this connection it is interesting to note that if

is quasi-monotone and if for sone :Co and Yo

i

k(xO'y)

k(x~y)

and k(xyyO)

of bounded variation in y and x respectively then k(x?y)

are

has left and

right lUiuts at every point and its points of discontinuity are located on

16

a countable number of parallels to the axes (for the first part see
p. 345 of Hobson [7] and for the second p. 722 of Ada.tllS a"ld Clarkson [1]).
A function k(x,Y)
rectangle

[a,h]

x [c~d]

is said to be of bounded variation on a bounded
if for all

c = YO<Yl<" ·<Yn = d the sum

m~n

fuld points

@-l n-l/ (Yi'Yi+l)
L'=oL'=O
b.(
)k
1
J
xi~xi+l

of bounded variation on every bounded

rectanp,le~

I

is bounded.

If k is

it is the difference of two

quasi-monotone functions (see p. 718 of Adams and Clarkson [1]) and if it is
also right continuous it determines by (1) a (unique a-finite) signed
measure

].1.

Then under the appropriate integrability assumptions the
Ek(X~Y)

expressions for
valid.

Since

].1

given by (3) and (5) and by (7) and (9) remain

can now take both positive and negative values the

results of Theorems 1 aTld 2 are no longer valid.

However, one can still

obtain weaker results some of \vhich we mention briefly.
(i)

If the j oint distributions H and EP

of

(X,Y)

and

(X I ,Y I)

as in Theorem 1 assign full measure to Borel sets which are positive sets
of the signed measure

].1,

then (10) is valid.

Of course this means that

k is quasi-monotone with respect to H and HI, Le., on sets of full
Hand. W measure rather than on the entire plane.
k(x,Y) = Ix-yiP,

As

an example

0 < p < l~ is quasi-monotone on the complement of

the diagonal of the plane and thus if Pr{X=Y} = 0 under H and
Pr{X'=Y ' } = 0 tmder HI

(Le.

to the diagonal), (10) is valid.

H and HI

assign zero probability

An even simpler case arises when with

probability one X € A and Y € B where the Borel sets A and B
are such that k is quasi-monotone on A x B (but not necessarily
on the entire plane).

Then Theorems 1 and 2 rema:LJ. valid without any
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further ~la1ifications. As examplc$, take k(x,y)

= (x+Y)p

and X ~ 0, y ~ 0 with probability one~ or k(x,y)
and X ~ a < b

~

Y with probability one.

(ii)

~

= ~l

measure

If
~

-

~2

= Ix-yiP,

as a difference of two nonnegative r.leasures

EHk(X;lY)'

1 ~ p,
0 < p < 1,

is the Jordan decomposition of the signed

tmder appropriate integrability
b01.mds for

>

conditions~

~l

and

~2 ~

one can get upper and lower

H € H(F ,G), like those in Theorem 2.

For instance

for k symmetric (tmder appropriate integrability conditions) we have
that for all H in H(F,G)

where A+, A_

9

are given by (3) with I-I replaced by H+ ' H_

However, these upper and lower bounds are not achieved by some

H(F,G)

and more

in~rtant

respectively.
H~s

in

they are not the least upper bound and the

greatest lower bm.md (whose calculations elude us).

5.

DISCUSSION OF THE LITERATURE

I'Ve conclude with a few COlTIr.1ents on the literature.
the expression of Ek(X,Y)

given by (3) and (5) has been obtained for p

by HoeffdLng [8J (see also p. 1139 of
p

=1

Lerurullk~

by Vallender [14], and for ffily p

Dall 'Aelio [4]).

For k(x,y) = Ix-yiP

~

=2

[9]) and by Bartfai [2], for

1 by DallVAglio [3] (see also

For k(x,y):= xy the bounds of Theorem 2 are given on

p. 278 of Hardy, Littlewood &:.4 Polya [6] by the method of rearrangements.
This work was done independently of Tchen [13] where the bm.m.ds of Theorem
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2 are derived for continuous quasi-ronotone flIDctions under further
assumptions stronger than those of Theorem 2; the method is that of
rearrangements and no expressions are given for
produce the result of Theorem 1.

tlc(X,Y) which could
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